
 

 

Farming Equipment and Technology Fund 

Productivity and Slurry Eligible Items 

Code Name Grant amount 

General 

FETF46 GPS light bar £306.00 

FETF47 Assisted steer system (retro fitted for older tractors) £1051.00 

FETF48 Real time inline forage crop analysis £7536.00 

FETF219P Cameras for monitoring farmyard £110.00 

FETF109 Central tyre inflation system £3140.00 

FETF110 Cover crop roller 3m £1952.00 

FETF111 Cover crop roller 6m £3313.00 

FETF112 Grassland sward lifters £2804.00 

FETF114 Biological control applicator £906.00 

FETF117 Crop storage sensor system £1927.00 

FETF118 Digital weather station £575.00 

FETF220P Grain protein monitor £4236.00 

Horticulture 

FETF1 Electronic tray filling machine £5938.00 

FETF2 Electronic row seeder £10470.00 

FETF3 Five row seeder £670.00 

FETF4 Paper pot transplanter £542.00 

FETF5 Inter row weeders 1.8m £24139.00 

FETF6 Inter row hoe 3m £9015.00 

FETF7 Inter row hoe 6m £22745.00 

FETF8 Salad leaf harvester £1027.00 

FETF9 Mobile vertical frost fans for vineyards and horticulture £4776.00 

FETF10 Fruit ripeness spectrometers £2448.00 

FETF200P Tractor mounted flail mulcher for orchards and vineyards 
(large) 

£960.00 

Forestry 

FETF11 Forestry mounder to aid tree planting £12280.00 

FETF12 Smaller self-propelled forwarders £24467.00 

FETF13 Harvesting head £16079.00 

FETF14 Tree shears capacity to fell 300mm diameter trees £3219.00 

FETF15 Tree shears capacity to fell 650mm diameter trees £11000.00 

FETF16 Forestry grab or grapple £1198.00 

FETF17 Timber cranes £5391.00 

FETF18 Forestry / timber trailers small £3425.00 

FETF19 Forestry / timber trailers large £4800.00 

FETF20 Timber winches £3400.00 

FETF201P Automatic tree planter £23732.00 

FETF202P Forestry mulcher £4492.00 

Slurry management 

FETF26 Robotic slurry pusher / collector £7573.00 

FETF27 Slurry separators £7613.00 

FETF28 Flow rate monitoring of slurry £2134.00 



FETF29 Real time inline nutrient analysis of slurry £10803.00 

FETF30 Nurse tank minimum capacity 50m3 £11400.00 

FETF31 Nurse tank minimum capacity 100m3 £14700.00 

FETF32 Dribble bar minimum working width 6m £4200.00 

FETF33 Dribble bar minimum working width 10m £5400.00 

FETF34 Shallow injection systems 3m working width £8250.00 

FETF35 Shallow injection systems minimum 6m working width £8984.00 

FETF36 Trailing shoe slurry system 6m £7375.00 

FETF37 Trailing shoe slurry system over 8m £8017.00 

FETF38 Umbilical hose reeler for slurry application £3300.00 

FETF39 Trailed compartmented reeler for slurry application £5400.00 

FETF203S Mobile slurry chopper pump £4355.00 

FETF204S Remote control for engine driven slurry pumps £5220.00 

Arable 

FETF44 Direct drill 3m £12054.00 

FETF205P Direct drill 4m £14276.00 

FETF45 Direct drill 6m £18720.00 

FETF206P Direct drill with fertiliser placement 3m £25000.00 

FETF207P Air drill for establishing cover crops £796.00 

FETF51 Retro fitted yield monitoring £1373.00 

FETF54 Controls for continuous grain dryer £2094.00 

FETF55 Grain stirrers £7934.00 

FETF208P Tractor mounted stubble rake 6m £5800.00 

FETF209P Inter row companion drills 3m £13400.00 

FETF210P Inter row companion drills 6m £13400.00 

FETF211P Liquid fertiliser applicator for seed drills/planters 3m £6362.00 

FETF212P Liquid fertiliser applicator for seed drills/planters 6m £7354.00 

Livestock 

FETF52 Pasture plate meter (handheld) £232.00 

FETF84 Chemical free disinfection system for dairy farms £15000.00 

FETF88 Heat and service detector £438.00 

FETF89 Calving detector £92.00 

FETF90 Heat detection system base unit £740.00 

FETF91 Heat detection system ear tag collar or ankle band £29.00 

FETF92 Realtime milk analysis £560.00 

FETF96 Badger proof feed troughs £136.00 

FETF97 Badger proof lick holders £68.00 

FETF103 Robotic silage pusher £5800.00 

Resource management 

FETF21 Rainwater harvesting minimum tank size 5,000 litres £939.00 

FETF22 Rainwater harvesting minimum tank size 50,000 litres £3336.00 

FETF23 UV Water treatment system £244.00 

FETF24 Hydraulic ram pumps (water) £2184.00 

FETF25 Irrigation sensor £478.00 

FETF40 Heat recovery unit to heat water £2610.00 

FETF41 Plate heat exchanger for cooling milk (plate cooler) £1350.00 

FETF43 Variable speed drive for pumps and electric motors £1775.00 

FETF49 Measuring nitrogen levels in crops using light reflectance £6675.00 

FETF50 Variable rate controller for seed drills, sprayers and 
fertiliser spreaders 

£1850.00 

FETF53 Chlorophyll meter £217.00 

FETF213P Remote soil moisture sensing £206.00 

FETF214P Soil health monitor package £331.00 



FETF215P Weed wiper 2.4m £1041.00 

FETF216P Camera guided inter row sprayer 3m £4365.00 

FETF217P Camera guided inter row sprayer 6m £6255.00 

FETF218P Robotic drill and guided hoe £25000.00 

 


